Coronaviruses have a positive-strand RNA genome and replicate through the use of a 3 nested set of subgenomic mRNAs each possessing a leader (65 to 90 nucleotides [nt] in length, depending on the viral species) identical to and derived from the genomic leader. One widely supported model for leader acquisition states that a template switch takes place during the generation of negative-strand antileader-containing templates used subsequently for subgenomic mRNA synthesis. In this process, the switch is largely driven by canonical heptameric donor sequences at intergenic sites on the genome that match an acceptor sequence at the 3 end of the genomic leader. With experimentally placed 22-nt-long donor sequences within a bovine coronavirus defective interfering (DI) RNA we have shown that matching sites occurring anywhere within a 65-nt-wide 5-proximal genomic acceptor hot spot (nt 33 through 97) can be used for production of templates for subgenomic mRNA synthesis from the DI RNA. Here we report that with the same experimental approach, template switches can be induced in trans from an internal site in the DI RNA to the negative-strand antigenome of the helper virus. For these, a 3-proximal 89-nt acceptor hot spot on the viral antigenome (nt 35 through 123), largely complementary to that described above, was found. Molecules resulting from these switches were not templates for subgenomic mRNA synthesis but, rather, ambisense chimeras potentially exceeding the viral genome in length. The results suggest the existence of a coronavirus 5-proximal partially double-stranded template switch-facilitating structure of discrete width that contains both the viral genome and antigenome.
Template switching by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRps) is a mechanism that contributes to genetic recombination and sequence diversity in RNA viruses (24) . Template switching during both positive-and negative-strand RNA synthesis have been documented (20, 30) . Interestingly, some positive-strand RNA virus families in the Nidovirus order require a template switch for virus replication. Coronaviruses (for a leader of 65 to 90 nucleotides [nt] , depending on the coronavirus species) (48) and arteriviruses (for a leader of 160 to 210 nt, depending on the arterivirus species) (41) appear to utilize a positive-to-positive-strand template switch (35, 36) during synthesis of antileader-containing negative-strand templates used in turn for the production of subgenomic mRNAs (sgmRNAs). The template switch in the end results in a leader on each sgmRNA that is identical to that on the viral genome. In toroviruses, only the largest of three sgmRNA species appears to gain an 18-nt leader in common with the genome, possibly by the same mechanism (42) . The sgmRNAs for roniviruses do not share a leader sequence with the genome and therefore do not appear to use a discontinuous transcription step (10) . In coronavirus-infected cells, sgmRNA-length negative strands (39) containing the antileader sequence (38) are found as components of sgmRNA-length double-stranded transcriptive intermediates (3, 34, 37) . In coronaviruses there also exists the phenomenon of leader switching, wherein frequent RdRp template switching occurs near the 5Ј end of the genome (26) , but whether this switch happens during positive-or negative-strand synthesis has not been established, although models for both have been proposed (8, 26) .
In a series of in vivo experiments designed to examine the causes of sequence similarity-induced, high-frequency, positive-to-positive-strand template switching associated with sgm-RNA synthesis in a bovine coronavirus (BCoV) defective interfering (DI) RNA system (32, 43, 44) , one set was designed to test whether a positive-to-negative-strand template switch could be similarly induced, thereby directly demonstrating by the nature of the product that the RdRp was undergoing negative-strand synthesis at the time of the switch. Such a template switch was found and is reported here. The data also reveal that the switch necessarily occurred in trans from the positivestrand DI RNA donor to the negative-strand viral antigenome acceptor and that an 89-nt-wide acceptor window, a hot spot on the viral antigenome (nt 35 through 123 from the 3Ј end), was used. Interestingly, the 89-nt acceptor hot spot is largely complementary to a previously described 65-nt acceptor hot spot on the positive-strand genome (nt 33 through 97 from the 5Ј end) used for a positive-to-positive-strand template switch (44) . In addition, both hot spots overlap cis-acting signals for RNA replication (7, 33) (S. Raman and D. Brian, unpublished) . The results together lead us to suggest that the coronavirus template switch-facilitating apparatus, perhaps a component of the transcription complex, is a partially doublestranded structure that contains both the viral genome and antigenome.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Virus and cells.
A DI RNA-free stock of the Mebus strain of BCoV (GenBank accession no. U00235) was used as a helper virus on human adenocarcinoma (HRT-18) cells as previously described (7) . In some control experiments, the A59 strain of mouse hepatitis virus (MHV-A59, GenBank accession no. NC 006852) was used as a helper virus on murine delayed brain tumor (DBT) cells for the amplification of the BCoV DI RNA as previously described (43) .
Plasmid constructs and transfection with synthetic DI RNAs. Construction of pWt X from pDrep1 (7) and its mutant 15 derivative (pM15) ( Fig. 1 and 2) have been described previously (44) . Mutant 40 and all other mutants used in this study were constructed from pWt X by the same overlap mutagenesis procedure used for making pM15 except for the use of synthetic oligonucleotides carrying the appropriate mutated 22-nt region ( Fig. 1 ). Mutant DI RNAs, obtained as T7 RNA polymerase transcripts of their respective plasmid linearized at the MluI site [immediately downstream of the poly(A) tail] were transfected into BCoVinfected cells with the use of Lipofectin (Life Technologies) as previously described (44) .
Sequence analysis of products of template switching. RNA (10 g from a 35-mm dish containing ϳ8 ϫ 10 6 cells) was extracted at 24 h postinfection (hpi) with Trizol (Invitrogen) from cells that had been infected with passage 1 virus (VP1). VP1 was virus collected at 48 h postinfection (with helper virus) and 47 h posttransfection (with the respective T7 RNA polymerase-generated mutant DI RNA) (44) . To determine the junction sequences on potential chimeric ambisense products from all 19 DI RNA mutants shown in Fig. 1, 2 .5 g of RNA in a 20-l reverse transcription (RT) reaction mix was used with Superscript II RT (Invitrogen) and 0.1 M primer BCoV1096(ϩ) (5Ј-CGCACAACGTGCCA TGCCAC-3Ј, which binds nt 1096 to 1115 in the BCoV genome, a sequence not in the DI RNA) to generate the cDNA product. Five microliters of the postreaction RT mix was used in a 25-l reaction mix containing 0.8 M concentrations of each of the nested primers BCoV108(ϩ) (5Ј-CCACTATGAAAAATC TACGCCC-3Ј, which binds nt 108 to 129 in both the BCoV genome and DI RNA) and 5ЈgD(ϩ) (5Ј-GAGAGAGGCATCCGCCAAGGCATATTTG-3Ј, which binds nt 1866 to 1893 within the gD reporter sequence in all DI RNA mutants) under previously described conditions for 25 PCR cycles (44) . PCR products were purified by native agarose gel electrophoresis, DNA from the resolved PCR band, obtained by suction-punching the gel with a micropipette, was cloned into the TOPO XL vector (Invitrogen), and the resulting plasmid DNA was sequenced with M13 universal sequencing primers (44) . A minimum of three clones was sequenced for each product. In some experiments, as described in the text, primer BCoV631(ϩ) (5Ј-GGCCACATGCTTGTTAACAGCGCAA CG-3Ј, which binds nt 631 to 657 in the viral genome, a sequence not in the DI RNA) replaced BCoV108(ϩ) in the above RT-PCR (data are discussed but not shown).
For the RT-PCR control reactions, two sets were done. In the first, reactions were carried out for M40 as described above and illustrated in Fig. 3A for M40, except for the differences noted here and summarized in Fig. 3C , lanes 2, 4, and 6 to 12. For lane 2, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from cells infected with VP1 obtained from M15-transfected cells at 24 hpi. For lane 4, the RT reaction used a mix of 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells at 24 hpi, 1.0 ng of T7 RNA polymerase-generated M40 positive-strand transcript, and 0.1 ng of SP6 RNA polymerase-generated M40 negative-strand transcript. For lane 6, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from uninfected cells only. For lane 7, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells at 24 hpi only. For lane 8, the RT reaction used a mix of 2.5 g RNA from uninfected cells and 500 ng of T7 RNA polymerase-generated M40 positive-strand transcript. For lane 9, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells at 24 hpi and 500 ng of T7 RNA polymerase-generated M40 positive-strand transcript. For lane 10, PCR only was done in the presence of 500 ng of MluI-linearized pM40 DNA. For lane 11, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells and PCR was done after the addition of 500 ng of MluI-linearized pM40 DNA. For lane 12, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells and primers 1096(ϩ) and leader20(Ϫ), and PCR was done after the addition of 500 ng of MluI-linearized pM40 DNA. Leader20(Ϫ) primer (5Ј-GATTGTGAGCGATTTGCGTG-3Ј) binds nt 1 to 20 at the 3Ј end of the viral antigenome. In the second set of controls, reactions were carried out for M52, which causes generation of a FIG. 1. Structure of reporter-containing BCoV DI RNA donor mutants used for testing positive-to-negative-strand RdRp template switching. Wt X DI RNA is a cloned naturally occurring DI RNA modified to contain the BCoV intergenic sequence region for sgmRNA 5 and two reporter sequences (44) . Shown is the 22-nt donor region (nt 1655 to 1676) within which mutations were made to produce M15 which directs a positive-to-positive-strand template switch (44) , and mutants M40 to 67, as noted, tested here for positive-to-negative-strand template switching. The 65-nt BCoV leader sequence is illustrated by a filled rectangle. The 5Ј and 3Ј untranslated regions are identified. The binding regions for primers leader20(Ϫ), TGEV8(ϩ), and 5ЈgD(ϩ) are shown.
FIG. 2. Induction of a putative positive-to-positive-strand template switch by DI RNA mutant M15 that yields a negative-strand template for synthesis of leader-containing sgmRNA. The putative RdRp pathway taken (dashed arrow) during the template switch from M15 which results in a previously characterized full-length (65-nt) leader on sgmRNA (44) is shown. The 22-nt donor sequence in M15 DI RNA (at nt 1655 to 1676) is identical to viral genome nt 57 to 78 and contains the canonical core intergenic sequence, UCUAAAC. Note that the positive-strand donor and positive-strand acceptor molecules are drawn in parallel orientation. Note also that the template switch could occur anywhere within the region of perfect sequence identity, identified by the continuous stretch of asterisks, and yield the same negative-strand anti-sgmRNA product. ). In this control, RNA from MHV-A59infected DBT cells was used under conditions described here and summarized in lane 14. MHV-A59-infected DBT cells were shown previously to support the replication of BCoV DI RNA (43) . For lane 14, the RT reaction used a mix of 2.5 g RNA from DBT cells infected with VP1 obtained from MHV-A59infected and M52 DI RNA-transfected DBT cells extracted at 24 hpi and 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected HRT cells. In this case, DBT cells were infected with MHV-A59, at a multiplicity of infection of 1, and transfected at 1 hpi with 500 ng of M52 DI RNA as previously described (43) , and VP1 supernatant virus was harvested at 24 hpi.
RT-PCR monitoring of DI RNA and helper virus-derived sgmRNA 7. The same cell-extracted RNA samples used for chimeric RNA analyses were used to monitor the presence of DI RNA and helper virus-derived sgmRNA 7 as evidence of DI RNA amplification and helper virus replication. To identify DI RNA, primer TGEV8(ϩ) (5Ј-CATGGCACCATCCTTGGCAACCCAGA-3Ј), which binds nt 1 to 25 in the 30-nt TGEV reporter sequence, was used for RT and also with primer leader20(Ϫ) for PCR. To identify BCoV sgmRNA 7 in BCoV-infected cells, primer BCoVN29482(ϩ) (5Ј-GGTTTGAACATTTCTAG ATTGGTCGGAC-3Ј), which binds nt 29,482 to 29,509 in the BCoV genome (nt 87 to 114 in the N gene), was used for RT and then also with primer leader20(Ϫ) for PCR. To identify MHV-A59 sgmRNA 7 in MHV-A59-infected cells, primer MHV-N(ϩ) (5Ј-GTTGGGTTGAGTAGTTGCAGTC-3Ј), which binds nt 29,821 to 29,842 in the MHV-A59 genome (nt 153 to 174 in the N gene), was used for RT and then also with primer MHV-A59leader20(Ϫ) (5Ј-GAGTGAT TGGCGTCCGTACGTACC-3Ј), which binds nt 6 to 29 in the 3Ј end of the MHV-A59 antileader for PCR. RT-PCR products were resolved by electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel along with size markers and stained with ethidium bromide (EtBR).
Oligonucleotide primers used in this study. Note that in all cases the sign ϩ or Ϫ in the primer name indicates the polarity of the RNA (or DNA) bound by the primer.
RESULTS
Induction of an RdRp template switch from a positivestrand DI RNA donor to the helper virus negative-strand antigenome acceptor.
A previous study (44) had established that an RdRp template switch, presumably positive-strand-to-positive-strand during negative-strand RNA synthesis from a donor site within a BCoV DI RNA (Wt X DI RNA) ( Fig. 1 ), to an acceptor site within the 5Ј-proximal 65-nt genomic leader occurred with sufficient frequency to generate an sgmRNA with a 33-nt (mini) leader. By using engineered sequences of 22 nt in length at this internal site in the DI RNA that fully matched sequences within a 5Ј-proximal region of the viral genome, a 65-nt-wide genomic acceptor hot spot for the switches was identified that mapped between nt 33 and 97 (44) . The 22-nt donor and acceptor sequences did not need to include the canonical core intergenic sequence (UCUAAAC) mapping at nt 63 through 69 in the viral genome for successful template switching. One example of an induced positive-to-positivestrand template switch is illustrated by M15, which carried a 22-nt donor sequence identical to nt 57 to 78 in the viral genome ( Fig. 2) .
To seek direct evidence for similarity-assisted template switching during negative-strand synthesis and at the same time test the possibility of a switch in trans, an attempt was made to induce a switch from the positive-strand DI RNA donor to the negative-strand viral antigenome. A chimeric product bearing the predicted sequence would directly demonstrate such a pathway. To perform the experiment, a 22-nt DI RNA donor sequence matching nt 57 to 78 from the 3Ј end of the viral antigenome was placed into the DI RNA between nt positions 1655 and 1676 to create M40 ( Fig. 1 and Fig. 3A ). This sequence is complementary to nt 57 to 78 from the 5Ј end of the viral genome described above to make M15.
A chimeric ambisense molecule resulting from an RdRp template switch from the positive-strand M40 DI RNA donor template to the negative-strand viral antigenome acceptor template (as depicted in Fig. 3A ) would consist of the 5Ј-terminal 800 nt of M40 DI RNA negative strand (i.e., the sequence copied from the 3Ј-terminal 800 nt of M40 DI RNA positive strand) and the 3Ј-terminal 30,954 nt of the viral genome (i.e., the sequence copied from the 5Ј-terminal 30,954 nt of the viral antigenome). Alternatively, if the negative strand of another M40 DI RNA (rather than the viral antigenome) were to function as the acceptor, the resulting chimeric molecule would consist of the 5Ј-terminal 800 nt of M40 DI RNA negative strand and the 3Ј-terminal 2,376 nt of M40 RNA positive strand. Northern analysis of RNA at 24 hpi from cells infected with M40 DI RNA-containing VP1 failed to detect molecules of either 31,754 nt in length (a chimera of the first type) or 3,176 nt in length (a chimera of the second type) (data not shown). However, by using a viral genome-specific primer [BCoV 1096(ϩ), which binds nt 1096 to 1115 in the virus genome] for RT followed by a nested primer set [primer BCoV 108(ϩ), which binds viral genomic (and DI RNA) nt 108 to 129, and primer gD(ϩ), which binds the DI RNA-specific herpes simplex virus (HSV) gD reporter sequence] to detect an RNA chimera of the first type, a product of 290 nt was found ( Fig. 3A and C, lanes 1, 3, and 5). The 290-nt product was cloned, and the sequence of the upper strand, which reflects the RdRp product, revealed its predicted origin, its chimeric nature, and the RdRp template switch site ( Fig. 3B ). Note that the template switch could have occurred anywhere within the 22-nt region of identity between the donor and acceptor sites and yield the same fusion site between the negative- Since the RNA analyzed by RT-PCR in all cases came from cells infected with progeny virus containing packaged progeny DI RNAs (i.e., VP1) and not from the cells that had been originally transfected with synthetic transcripts, it is unlikely that the T7 RNA polymerase-generated transcripts in the presence of viral genome and antigenome or contaminating plasmid DNA delivered to the parent cells by transfection would have served as templates for an RT-PCR-generated 290-nt chimeric product. Nevertheless, controls for RT-PCR-generated chimeric products were carried out as described in Materials and Methods and as summarized in Fig. 3C , lanes 2, 4, 6 to 12, and 14, and none were found. Of special interest are the control reactions depicted in Fig. 3C, lanes 4, 12, and 14 . In lane 4, RNA molecules mimicking those in M40-transfected, BCoV-infected cells were mixed for the RT-PCRs. That is, positive-and negative-strand viral genomic RNA obtained from infected cells and positive-and negative-strand DI RNAs produced by T7 RNA polymerase and SP6 RNA transcripts of pM40, respectively, were mixed before the RT reaction. Since DI RNAs exist at ϳ200 molecules and viral genomes at ϳ20 molecules per cell at 24 hpi from VP1 infection as measured by Northern analysis (44) , then ϳ1 pg of positive-strand DI RNA and ϳ0.1 pg of negative-strand DI RNA exist in 2 ϫ 10 6 cells, the number of cells yielding 2.5 g of RNA used in the RT reaction. A mixture containing these concentrations along with 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells was tested, as well as mixtures containing 10-fold-increasing amounts of DI RNAs up to 1.0 ng of positive-strand RNA and 0.1 ng of negativestrand RNA (the amounts used in lane 4), and none yielded an RT-PCR product. In lane 12, the RT reaction used 2.5 g RNA from BCoV-infected cells and primers 1096(ϩ) and leader20(Ϫ) to generate negative-and positive-strand cDNA from the 5Ј-proximal region of the viral genome, respectively, before the addition of 500 ng of MluI-linearized M40 plasmid DNA and subsequent PCR. In lane 14, DI M52 RNA was amplified intracellularly with MHV-A59 helper virus under conditions previously shown to amplify BCoV DI RNA (43) and then extracted and mixed with BCoV genomic and antigenomic RNA prior to the RT reaction. M52 was chosen for this control, since unlike M40, it shares very little sequence homology with the analogous region of the MHV-A59 antigenome (only 4 nt of 22 as shown in Fig. 3D ) and therefore was unlikely to yield an RdRp-generated chimeric product in the DBT cells. In this case, no 268-nt RT-PCR product was found, although RT-PCR showed MHV-A59 to have replicated (Fig.  3E , lane 2, lower panel) and the DI RNA to have amplified (Fig. 3D, lane 2, upper panel) . Thus, intracellular-amplified M40 DI RNA could be mixed with intracellular-amplified viral genome prior to the in vitro RT-PCRs and no RT-PCR product was generated. It should be noted that chimeric DNA molecules that might have arisen by polymerase halt-mediated linkage of primers (13, 19) during PCR in the presence of RT-generated cDNA molecules made by mispriming on M40generated sgmRNAs or sgmRNA-negative strands, or on the viral genome or antigenome, were controlled for by the reactions in Fig. 3C, lanes 12 ; that is, positive-and negative-strand pM40 DNA molecules were present along with cDNA made from the virus genome and antigenome and no RT-PCR products were found. These results together indicate that the 290-nt chimeric product shown in Fig. 2B, lanes 1, 3, and 5 , resulted from RT-PCR recognition of a viral RdRp-generated molecule.
The validity of this conclusion is reinforced by the results of four other experiments. (i) With the same RT-PCR protocol as used for M40 ( Fig. 3A ) but with RNA from VP1 of M15 DI RNA-transfected, BCoV-infected cells, no chimeric product was obtained (Fig. 3C, lane 2) . (ii) With RNA from VP1 of M40 DI RNA-transfected, BCoV-infected cells (i.e., the same FIG. 4. Failure to induce an RdRp template switch from the negative-strand viral antigenome to the internal site on the positive-strand DI RNA. In this case, the template switch would be in trans from the negative-strand viral antigenome (nt 57 to 78, numbering from the 3Ј end) to the internal acceptor region (nt 1655 to 1676, numbering from the 5Ј end) on the positive-strand M40 DI RNA (i.e., the reverse direction of that depicted in Fig. 3A ). Note that, in this case, the negative-strand donor and the positive-strand acceptor molecules are drawn in an unnatural parallel orientation for ease of illustration. The same VP1 RNA preparation as used for the RT-PCR analysis shown in Fig. 3C , lane 5, was tested by RT-PCR with probe leader20(Ϫ) for both RT and PCR. With a negative-to-positive-strand template switch as depicted, a 1,732-nt product would be expected. No product was observed in an EtBr-stained gel (data not shown).
RNA from which the 290-nt RT-PCR product shown in Fig.  3C , lane 3, was obtained) but with primer leader20(Ϫ) for both RT and PCR, a procedure that would detect a 1,732-nt chimeric ambisense product resulting from a template switch by the RdRp moving in the opposite direction of that shown in Fig. 3A (Fig. 4) , no RT-PCR product was obtained (data not shown). Note that, in this case (Fig. 4) , the RdRp would need to switch from a 3Ј-proximal antigenomic donor site (nt 57 to 78) to an internal positive-strand DI RNA acceptor site (nt 1655 to 1676) to produce a chimeric product. (iii) Independent confirmation of recombinant chimera formation from M40 DI RNA was observed when a second downstream primer specific for the viral antigenome was used [i.e., when primer BCoV631(ϩ) (specific for the viral genome) replaced primer BCoV108(ϩ) (which binds a site found in both the DI RNA and viral genome) in the RT step described in the legend to Fig. 3A ]. Cloning and sequencing of the expected 680-nt product in this case confirmed that it too had resulted from RT-PCR recognition of a chimeric molecule produced by an RdRp switch to the viral antigenome at the predicted site (data not shown). (iv) When a series of DI RNA mutants in which other 22-nt sequences that matched sites within the antigenome were used, only those within a discrete window were observed to cause a template switch, thereby identifying a template-switching hot spot (data described below). The sites outside this window, therefore, serve as internal controls for artificial RT-PCR-generated chimeras.
These results therefore indicate that, by creating a 22-nt matching sequence between the positive-strand DI RNA donor template and the viral negative-strand antigenome accep- shown. An underlined sequence identifies a DI RNA mutant that induced a template switch, as indicated by an RT-PCR product and as verified by the sequence of the cloned chimeric product. A sequence not underlined identifies a DI RNA mutant that failed to induce a template switch. On the viral antigenome, the antileader sequence is shaded and the 3Ј-proximal 89-nt acceptor window is identified. (B) RT-PCR identification of chimeric molecules made with the primer sets described in the legend to Fig. 3A . Top panel: results from an EtBr-stained agarose gel of RT-PCR products of selected mutants that together span and flank the window are shown. Sequence analysis of the cloned RT-PCR product from each band confirmed its chimeric nature and predicted template switch site (shown in (17) . Nucleotides 35 to 123 from the 3 end of the viral antigenome function as the acceptor window for template switching from the positive-strand DI RNA to the viral antigenome. To map the RdRp acceptor window on the viral antigenome, 17 additional DI RNA mutants named M47, M48, M51, M52, and M55 to M67, designed to examine acceptor sites between 3Јproximal nt 33 through 183 on the viral antigenome, were tested by using the method described for M40 in the legend to Fig. 3A . That is, in each mutant, a 22-nt sequence matching a site between nt 33 and 183 on the viral antigenome was made and tested. As illustrated in Fig. 5A and B and summarized in Table 1 , template acceptor sites between nt 35 and 123 from the 3Ј end of the viral antigenome were found as determined by cloning and sequencing the chimeric RT-PCR products. When RT-PCR assays from the same RNA samples were undertaken to monitor levels of the DI RNA (Fig. 5B , bottom panel, upper band) and sgmRNA 7 from the helper virus (Fig.  5B, bottom panel, lower band) , little variation was found between transfections. These results show that the variation in the amounts of chimeric molecules found were a function of the rate of template switching and not of variations in transfection efficiency, DI RNA replicating ability, or the level of helper virus replication. Therefore, there is an acceptor window of 89 nt in the 3Ј-proximal region of the viral antigenome within which the RdRp can be induced to switch in trans from the DI RNA donor template. Template switching was not induced at tested sites outside this window.
DISCUSSION
In experiments presented here, we sought to directly test whether an induced similarity-assisted RdRp template switch, resembling that thought to produce discontinuous negativestrand templates for sgmRNA synthesis, occurs during negative-strand synthesis. We reasoned that a template switch induced in trans from a positive-strand DI RNA to the negative-strand helper virus antigenome would yield a partially negative-strand and partially positive-strand chimeric product whose sequence would identify the RdRp pathway used for its synthesis. Ambisense products of such a switch were found and, surprisingly, an acceptor hot spot for the switch on the viral antigenome was also identified that coincided roughly with the previously identified acceptor hot spot on the viral genome for high-frequency positive-to-positive-strand template switching (44) . In addition, the window overlaps cisacting DI RNA replication signaling elements (7, 33) , at least one of which, the negative-strand form of stem-loop III (Raman and Brian, unpublished), is a higher-order structure. We therefore postulate that this region of the 5Ј end of the genome, possibly as a sometimes open structure, as depicted in Fig. 6A , constitutes a multifunctional structure that works to facilitate template switching.
Although internal (i.e., not at the genome termini) positiveto-negative-strand RdRp template switching observed here was in an experimentally induced system and the resulting chimeric molecules have no obvious function, we believe the results have twofold significance. The first is general in that it identifies a pathway whereby RdRps of positive-strand RNA viruses may contribute to genome sequence diversity. This, to our knowledge, is only the second report of such a phenomenon in a positive-strand RNA virus, the first being that of an internal spontaneous template switch in the turnip crinkle virus (6) . A single template switch from a strand of one polarity to that of another would of course be a dead-end for the virus. Two switches in close proximity, on the other hand, would potentially yield a nonlethal palindrome in the genome.
The second realm of significance appears specific to coronaviruses (and perhaps other members in the Nidovirus order). The acceptor hot spot for an internal positive-to-negative template switch, along with the complementary hot spot on the genome for positive-to-positive-strand template switching (44) , identifies a remarkably active 5Ј-proximal region of the genome for RdRp template switching. This region, therefore, (i) probably represents a structure involved in the formation of the antileader-containing templates for sgmRNA synthesis (44, 48) and (ii) possibly represents a structure involved in highfrequency genomic 5Ј end recombination (22) , of which "leader switching" (8, 26 ) may be one manifestation. Interestingly, both of these template-switching activities, and others that include the addition of UCUAA elements near the leader in genomic MHV (25, 27) , heterogeneous leader-mRNA fusion sites under the influence of the 9-nt UUUAUAAAC element mapping just downstream of the MHV genomic leader (45, 46) , and the formation of novel sgmRNAs with aberrant leader-body junctions (12) , take place within the identified hot spots. Interestingly, on this point, the template switching may not be exclusively in one direction. Since, in M40 DI RNA, two heptameric regions of high similarity exist between the potential donor sequence in M40 DI RNA (nt 1655 to 1676) and the leader-associated acceptor region in the viral genome (or DI RNA) (nt 57 to 78), we thought there could also possibly be a positive-to-positive-strand template switch and synthesis of sgmRNA from M40 DI RNA (the alignments are not shown). This possibility was tested, and a small amount of two sgmRNA species, one with a full-length leader of 65 nt and another with a 53-nt minileader, were found (data not shown), indicating that sgmRNA synthesis from M40 DI RNA does occur and that it conforms to a pattern described earlier for other DI RNA mutants (44) .
What strikes us about the template switch-facilitating structure is that the antigenome appears to be part of it. This view is based in part on the results of several studies that led to the conclusion that proximity between donor and acceptor templates contributes importantly to the frequency of sequence similarity-induced template switching. Examples include crossover hot spots for RdRps (19, 29) and RTs (1, 2, 11, 16, 28) . Thus, in our view, the antigenome must be nearby and possibly associated with the genome in a double-stranded or at least partially double-stranded structure at the time of the template switch. This view is consistent with the finding that the antigenome is not found free in the cytoplasm of infected cells but is in a form that copurifies with the genome in membrane-protected complexes (37) , possibly in a transcriptive intermediate (34) . As with positive-to-positive-strand template switching in the BCoV DI RNA (44) , switching here appears driven by a sequence similarity-induced mechanism (5, 30) . What other structural features might mechanistically contribute to the switch is, of course, not known at this time. Based on precedents in other RdRp template switching systems, however, higher-order structures that promote or enhance template switching via interactions with proteins (23, 30, 31) might be FIG. 6. Model proposed for the coronavirus 5Ј-terminal doublestranded template switch-facilitating structure and pathway for the RdRp template switch in trans. (A) Model for the putative doublestranded template switch-facilitating structure. Mapped acceptor hot spots (boxed) for template switches onto the bovine coronavirus genome and antigenome drawn as an open structure in the context of stem-loops I, II, and III as predicted and structure mapped in the positive strand (8, 33) . In the negative strand, stem-loops II and III are predicted (33) , and stem-loop I is drawn as a near-mirror image of stem-loop I in the positive strand. The 65-nt leader and antileader sequences are shaded, the nucleotides making up the leader-associated intergenic core sequence (UCUAAAC) in the loop of stem-loop II are underlined, and the start codon for open reading frame 1 is boxed. It should be noted that the stem-loop I region for group 2 coronaviruses (represented here as nt 1 to 51 for BCoV) has recently been alternatively represented as two stem-loops by Kang et al. (D) Proposed model for positive-to-negative-strand template switching in trans from a DI RNA donor to the viral antigenome acceptor (to explain the data in this report). In this model, both the full-length viral genome and antigenome templates are shown. The switch generates a chimeric ambisense product that is potentially longer than the viral genome. Note that in this model the 3Ј terminus of the completed viral antigenome along with the 5Ј terminus of the viral genome are components of the transcription complex.
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TEMPLATE SWITCHING BY CORONAVIRUS RNA POLYMERASE 3213 on June 7, 2015 by NORTHERN ARIZONA UNIV http://jvi.asm.org/ involved. In that regard, stem-loops II and III (Fig. 6A) are candidates for such structures. For these to function as higherorder structures, however, the 5Ј end of the genome and 3Ј end of the antigenome would probably need to be in an open form, as depicted in Fig. 6A . Another potentially important factor is a discontinuous donor template that might take part in a "forced" template switching mechanism (9, 30) . Such a role has been suggested for the coronaviral endonuclease nsp 15 or NendoU (14, 15, 40) , which in one study demonstrated endonuclease activity for double-stranded, nonmethylated RNA (18) but in another, demonstrated activity for only singlestranded RNA (4). If the antigenome is a component of the transcription complex, then one model for the complex might be that depicted in Fig. 6D , wherein negative-strand synthesis is initiated in trans at the 3Ј end of positive-strand DI RNA by an RdRp that is somehow associated with both the 3Ј end of the viral antigenome and the 5Ј end of the viral genome within a moving transcription complex. This model accommodates the data described in this report in that the 3Ј end of the antigenome is available within the transcription complex for positive-to-negative-strand template switching in trans. If the model in Fig. 6D is correct, then it might be expected that positive-to-positivestrand template switching could also occur in trans within the transcription complex, for example, between the DI RNA and viral genome, as depicted in Fig. 6C , and as described by Wu et al. (44) and Zhang et al. (47) . The model is a modification of that drawn by Zúñiga et al. (Fig. 6B) (48) in which a moving transcription complex carries the 5Ј end of the viral genome and facilitates high-frequency positive-to-positive-strand template switching in cis. A mechanism requiring the presence of the antigenome 3Ј terminus to be part of the transcription complex would, additionally, ensure that conditions for genome replication have been met before sgmRNA synthesis begins. An acceptor hot spot on the viral antigenome might also function as an acceptor site for negative-to-negativestrand template switching during positive-strand synthesis that results in "leader switching" as proposed earlier (26, 45) .
Further experimentation using methods other than those described here are needed to determine whether the antigenome is a component of the coronaviral transcription complex. It will also be important to determine the precise RNA and protein composition of the transcription complex to understand what factors within the structure direct high-frequency template switching.
